Greeting from the Chairman

Kyoshin Language Academy or “KLA” is Japanese language school born from Kyoshin Co., Ltd. which has a long history as preparatory school in Japan. It is the largest Japanese language school group in Japan with four schools in Tokyo, one in Mito, Nagoya, Shiga, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe and Fukuoka. Total student capacity of 11 schools are 3,700 students. Students come from all over the world, and all graduates are active in various fields, such as those who go to universities, graduate schools or vocational schools in Japan, and those who find employment in Japanese companies or home countries. KLA is not just school that teaches Japanese, but schools that aims to develop human resources that can respond to a wide range of needs around the world, based on the educational philosophy of “Cultivating human resources who can play active roles in the international society”. We have prepared the best environment to meet your expectations, so let's learn and grow together.

Chairman Koji Jobo

Reasons to Study with us

1. Choosing an area
When choosing a school, location is very important. KLA has schools in Tokyo, Mito, Nagoya, Shiga, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe and Fukuoka. These different areas have different charms, and these different schools have different features. All of our schools are convenient to transportation, so they'll suit your commuting needs and your lifestyle.

2. Guidance for getting into tertiary institutes
KLA is a subsidiary of Kyoshin Corporation, which has 45 years of experience as an extra-curricular school dedicated to assisting students into tertiary institutes. Over the years, Kyoshin has guided hundreds of thousands of students into university successfully. With our know-how and experience gained from many years of experience, we have accumulated a strong team of tertiary guidance professionals. This is a merit to our school, which you won't find in other Japanese schools.

3. Caring for your family
We send reports on your performance and attendance to your parents or suchlike in your home country. Even though you're living far away from home, your family can watch over the way that their child is living and growing in Japan.

4. Excellent teaching staff
Our highly experienced teaching staff will provide detailed guidance in line with your individual motivations and skill level, in order to support your success as a foreign exchange student. They work towards meeting the varying needs of our students, such as wanting to take foreign student exams or proficiency tests, wanting to conduct specialist studies, etc.

5. Empathetic support
Getting used to life in Japan may make you feel nervous. But we have staff members to support you and to help make the transition easier. As well as our Japanese-speaking staff members, we have staff members who can speak English, Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese and Indonesian, and we have a system in place that ensures the new students without Japanese speaking knowledge can feel confident and relaxed about communicating with us.

6. Learning through experience
KLA treats self-sufficiency as being very important. Self-sufficiency is even more important when you graduate from our school and move on to the next stage of your life. We want to be able to support you in developing that self-sufficiency. We proactively conduct cultural experience lessons and extracurricular lessons, and the place of learning is not limited to just the classroom. We wish to offer the sort of you guidance that will let you experience, think and learn by yourself.

7. Reliability that will give you peace of mind
Kyoshin Co.,Ltd is a stable company, which is listed on the second section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. We have obtained a level of reliability as a foundation of management that is higher than any other Japanese language school. We have prepared an environment in which you can relax and feel confident as you focus on your studies.

KLA values developing Japanese language skill as well as nurturing “self-learning ability.” Using KLA's original method termed “Reaching,” we aim to foster autonomy in our students so they can learn, think and act by themselves. Our students, in their Reaching notebooks, draw a “dream tree” to visualize their aspirations, then on their Reaching sheets they write “Reaching goals” to achieve their goals. They put this method into practice every day by using the “Routine Check Sheet” and “Reaching diary.” This notebook also contains very useful information with regard to further education.
Company Timeline (Excerpt relevence to Japanese Education Dept.)

- June 1975: Foundation of Kyoto Shingaku Kyoshitsu
- April 1981: Foundation of Kyoto Shingaku Kyoshitsu Corporation
- January 1997: Changed the trade name from Kyoto Shingaku Kyoshitsu to Kyoshin Corporation
- October 1999: Kyoshin Co., Ltd listed on the second section of the Osaka Securities Exchange
- February 2009: Established a subsidiary in Foshan, Guangdong Province, China
- December 2010: Established OLJ Co., Ltd a full subsidiary (Opened OLJ Language Academy)
- August 2012: Established Kyoshin Language Academy Co., Ltd.
- (Opened Kyoshin Language Academy Shinjuku)
- April 2013: Opened Tokyo International Culture Education Institute
  (Kyoshin Language Academy Akihabara)
- June 2013: Opened Japanese language school in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
- April 2014: Opened Kyoshin Language Academy Kyoto-Ekimae (Currently, Kyoto-Chuo)
- February 2015: Opened Japanese language school in Yangon, Myanmar
- April 2015: Started second Japanese language school in Kyoto
- April 2016: Opened Kyoshin Language Academy Nagoya-Kita
- June 2016: Opened Japanese language school in Kobe city, Hyogo (KLA Kobe)
- December 2016: Established ICC Co., Ltd a full subsidiary (KLA Mito)
- April 2017: Relocate one of Japanese language schools in Kyoto to Osaka
- April 2017: Opened Japanese Language School in Fukuoka (KLA Fukuoka)
- January 2019: Established Dynamic Business College Co., Ltd a full subsidiary
- April 2020: Opened Kyoshin Language Academy Biwako

Company Overview

Corporate Name: Kyoshin Co., Ltd
Corporate Address: 382-1 Osaka-cho Gojosagaru Karasuma-dori Shimogyo-ku Kyoto 600-8177 Japan
Capital: 327,890,000 yen
Number of Employees: 1,740 (full-time employees as of May 31, 2019)
Business Areas: Pre-school, Elementary school, Junior high school and High school cram school, Individual tutorial class, English conversation school, Individual tutoring franchise, Online study, Japanese language school, Day-care, “Reaching”; Human resources development, Nursing care, Career support, Food service

Kyoshin Group Schools / Offices  As of January 31, 2020

**Elementary – Junior High School Dept.**
- Kyoto (26 schools)
- Osaka (5 schools)
- Nara (5 schools)
- Shiga (25 schools)
- Aichi (13 schools)
- Overseas (Dusseldorf, Munich and Guangzhou)

**Individual Tutoring Dept.**
- Kyoto (34 schools)
- Shiga (20 schools)
- Osaka (23 schools)
- Hyogo (21 schools)
- Nara (16 schools)
- Aichi (16 schools)
- Tokyo (2 schools)
- Kanagawa (1 school)
- Mie (1 school)
- Hiroshima (2 schools)
- Okayama (1 school)
- Tokushima (1 school)
- Overseas (New York Harrison)

**High School Dept.**
- Kyoto (5 schools)
- Shiga (5 schools)
- Aichi (1 school)

**English Conversation School Dept.**
- Kyoto (4 schools)
- Shiga (2 schools)
- Osaka (2 schools)
- Hyogo (5 schools)
- Kanagawa (4 schools)

**Early Childhood Education Dept.**
- Kyoto (1 school)

**Franchise Dept.**
- Kyoto (9 schools)
- Shiga (6 schools)
- Osaka (15 schools)
- Hyogo (4 schools)
- Nara (3 schools)
- Wakayama (2 schools)
- Gifu (1 school)
- Aichi (27 schools)
- Fukushima (1 school)
- Mie (5 schools)
- Iwate (1 school)
- Tokyo (4 schools)
- Chiba (1 school)
- Kanagawa (8 schools)
- Saitama (2 schools)
- Ibaraki (3 schools)
- Okayama (1 school)
- Hiroshima (5 schools)
- Kagawa (1 school)
- Tokushima (1 school)
- Fukuoka (1 school)
- Kagoshima (3 schools)

**Japanese Education Dept.**
- Tokyo (4 schools)
- Kyoto (1 school)
- Aichi (1 school)
- Osaka (1 school)
- Hyogo (1 school)
- Fukuoka (1 school)
- Ibaraki (1 school)
- Shiga (1 school)
- Overseas (Yangon, Myanmar)

**Childcare Dept.**
- Kyoto (1 school)
- Shiga (6 schools)
- Osaka (3 schools)
- Hyogo (4 schools)
- Tokyo (19 schools)
- Kanagawa (7 schools)
- Chiba (5 schools)
- Hiroshima (3 schools)

Kyoshin Group expand to China

The chairman, Tachiki, has been anticipating that the relationship between Japan and China will be more intimate in the future. Therefore, he has been putting an effort into making a better relationship for over 30 years. He was appointed as the leading advisor for political science and economics research at the Tsinghua University (Beijing, China) in November of 2012. In January 2015, at the Tsinghua/Kyoshin Development Forum, he held a symposium on traditional culture and modern society.
**School Introduction**

**OLJ Language Academy**

The Ikebukuro and Otsuka area where the OLJ Language Academy is located is a lively city and the center of Japanese subculture. Students from 25 countries around the world are constantly studying Japanese at OLJ Language Academy. OLJ Language Academy is focusing on “Listeningskills” and “Speakingskills” and focusing on acquiring “high Japanese communication skill” and we deal with various requests such as going to graduate school, university, vocational school or seeking employment.

- 12 mins. walk from JR Ikebukuro sta.
- 9 mins. walk from JR Otsuka sta.
- 5 mins. walk from Toden Arakawa Line Mukohara sta.

**Kyoshin Language Academy Shinjuku**

Shinjuku School is located in Takadanobaba, Shinjuku, so-called student quarter with famous Waseda University and many other colleges and vocational schools. You can easily get information about entrance examination and also go see the university where you want to go. The EJU test preparation is also available and 100% of those who wish to go on to the university have entered the university.

- 10 mins. walk from JR Takadanobaba sta.
- 7 mins. walk from Tokyo Metro Takadanobaba sta.
- 4 mins. from walk from Tokyo Metro Nishi-Waseda sta.
Kyoshin Language Academy Kyoto Chuo

Kyoto has many world heritages and traditional cultures and is also famous as a student quarter where famous universities gather. At Kyoto Chuo School, students from about 20 countries learn Japanese culture and improve their "Japanese communication skills" by taking in traditional culture experiences unique in Kyoto and interacting with Japanese people. In addition, EJU test preparation is also available. In addition there are courses for applicants of art universities.

Access

- 19 mins. walk from JR Kyoto sta.
- 2 mins. walk from Municipal Subway Gojo sta.

Kyoshin Language Academy Osaka

Osaka is a very lively metropolis in the center of western Japan. There are a plenty of universities and vocational schools to go to. We also accept short-term students from about 10 countries. Individual interview with students are having regularly and easy to consult about the course and daily life. We plan optional events every month. You can also enjoy cooking "Takoyaki" or "octopus dumplings" which is unique to Osaka.

Access

- 3 mins. walk from Subway Nagai sta.
Kyoshin Language Academy Nagoya Kita

Nagoya is the third largest metropolitan area in Japan after Tokyo and Osaka. Although it is close to the big city, the school is in a residential area and the cost of living is low. School, housing and work place will be in same community and it is easy to start a new life. There are many students who want to go to a vocational school or university and it is a lively school.

Access 3 mins. walk from JR Kozoji sta.

Kyoshin Language Academy Biwako

Biwako School is the newest school in the KLA group. Only 17 minutes by train from the ancient city of Kyoto. All the shops necessary for daily life are available around the station. We support the dreams of those who wish to work in Japan as a “Japanese language school for careers”.

Access 5 mins. walk from JR Seta sta.

Kyoshin Language Academy Kobe

Kobe is a city where you can enjoy both the sea and the mountains. At Kobe school, Of course Japanese language but also has a good guidance on everyday life matter as well as entering Japanese university or vocational college. Many of the graduates went to higher education which they wished throughout Japan and could able to get the job after graduation and is active in their field.

Access 12 mins. walk from Hanshin Oishi sta. 17 mins. walk from JR Rokkomichi sta. 1 min. walk from Shogundori bus stop
Kyoshin Language Academy Mito

Mito school is located in capital city of Ibaraki and it is close from Mito station. There are large supermarkets and department stores around the station which are convenient for daily life. In addition to Japanese classes, we also offer various Japanese cultural experiences.

Access
6 mins. walk JR Mito sta.

Kyoshin Language Academy Fukuoka

Fukuoka school is 30 minutes by bus from Hakata and you can concentrate on your study in a lush, laid-back environment. The curriculum that incorporates the actions are aiming “Practical Japanese”, and we are working on smooth life in Japan for the students and also guide them to go to higher education in Japan. There are plenty of higher education institution and also the place to work part-time. Students have a chance to join local festivals and also have a interaction with local people.

Access
16 mins. walk from JR Umi sta.
2 mins. walk from Akaide bus stop
9 mins. walk from Umihachiman bus stop

Tokyo International Culture Education Institute (Akihabara School)

Akihabara school is located near Asakusa and Akihabara. Students from mainland China are studying to enter higher education institution.

Access
1 min. walk from Kuramae sta. on the Toei Subway Oedo and Asakusa line

Dynamic Business College (DBC school)

The DBC school has easy access from the airport. We provide support for entering higher education institution and also for the employment.

Access
3 mins. walk from JR and Keisei Nippori sta.
Grasping learning conditions and improving Japanese language skills.

The students at Kyoshin Language Academy have a variety of goals. While individual goals may be different such as, "want to go to college/graduate school" or "want to get a job," every student of the Japanese language must build a solid foundation. Kyoshin Language Academy offers curriculums not only for the students looking for academic advancement, but also for students looking to gain better communication skills. In order to support the achievement of students’ goals and improve Japanese language skills, we aim to grasp students’ learning conditions through regular classes and individual lessons.

Kyoshin Language Academy has experienced and certified teachers. Some of them are involved in the production and publishing of Japanese study guides. Our curriculum is established by these highly specialized professional individuals. Many of our staff have experiences studying abroad, therefore they can offer guidance from a students’ perspective.

For those aiming for academic advancement

The majority of the students at Kyoshin Language Academy seek to advance to a Japanese graduate school, college or vocational school. As one of the top cram schools in Japan, Kyoshin will utilize its know-how to support those students wishing to take the EJU for college admission. For those pursuing graduate schools, we will share our knowledge on the entrance exams and help create your research plans, in order to make your wish a reality.

For those seeking employment

High level of Japanese communication skill is necessary for those looking to work in Japan or use Japanese in their work. At Kyoshin Language Academy, we have formulated a creative standard curriculum, which fosters a high level of communication skills in Japanese. Additionally, we coach our students on how to search for potential employers and create a strong resume. We even offer mock interviews for preparation.

For those looking to gain skills and certifications

Passing JLPT could help you in your job search, get a salary raise, be promoted, acquire a certification, and get college course credits. Kyoshin Language Academy incorporates JLPT strategy into the standard curriculum.

Lesson curriculum

Lesson

Grasping learning conditions and improving Japanese language skills.

The students at Kyoshin Language Academy have a variety of goals. While individual goals may be different such as, "want to go to college/graduate school" or "want to get a job," every student of the Japanese language must build a solid foundation. Kyoshin Language Academy offers curriculums not only for the students looking for academic advancement, but also for students looking to gain better communication skills. In order to support the achievement of students’ goals and improve Japanese language skills, we aim to grasp students’ learning conditions through regular classes and individual lessons.

Kyoshin Language Academy has experienced and certified teachers. Some of them are involved in the production and publishing of Japanese study guides. Our curriculum is established by these highly specialized professional individuals. Many of our staff have experiences studying abroad, therefore they can offer guidance from a students’ perspective.

For those aiming for academic advancement

The majority of the students at Kyoshin Language Academy seek to advance to a Japanese graduate school, college or vocational school. As one of the top cram schools in Japan, Kyoshin will utilize its know-how to support those students wishing to take the EJU for college admission. For those pursuing graduate schools, we will share our knowledge on the entrance exams and help create your research plans, in order to make your wish a reality.

For those seeking employment

High level of Japanese communication skill is necessary for those looking to work in Japan or use Japanese in their work. At Kyoshin Language Academy, we have formulated a creative standard curriculum, which fosters a high level of communication skills in Japanese. Additionally, we coach our students on how to search for potential employers and create a strong resume. We even offer mock interviews for preparation.

For those looking to gain skills and certifications.

Passing JLPT could help you in your job search, get a salary raise, be promoted, acquire a certification, and get college course credits. Kyoshin Language Academy incorporates JLPT strategy into the standard curriculum.
Kyoshin Language Academy offers the best learning environment for the students, incorporating multimedia facilities. By role playing with voice and video recorded conversational scenes, learning efficiency is increased. We offer different classroom formats meeting the needs of each student. For students seeking academic advancement we use lecture hall style classrooms, while students wanting to focus on conversational skills will learn in a classroom with a more intimate U-shaped desk layout.

Kyoshin Language Academy possesses a vast quantity of Japanese study materials, and uses teaching materials that meet students’ specific needs, including daily conversational skills, study guides for EJU, and employment. In addition to the teaching materials, newspapers, magazines and journal articles are used to facilitate learning. The library on school offers a variety of Japanese books for the students. Newspapers, recourses for colleges, application information for colleges and graduate schools, manga, and novels in Japanese are all available for the students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Japanese communication skill achievement standard level</th>
<th>JLPT standard level</th>
<th>Vocabulary/Kanji standard level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Can generally comprehend a wide range of topics including politics, economics, law, and international situations. Can make presentations and speeches in a manner that Japanese people will not find discomforting.</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Vocabulary: 12000 Kanji: 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Can comprehend topics about societal themes and subjects that interest yourself, and can debate a discussion in a manner that Japanese people find acceptable.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary: 10000 Kanji: 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Can overall comprehend serious themes and conversations about subjects that interest yourself, and can discuss issues about general society.</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td>Vocabulary: 7000 Kanji: 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Can comprehend the gist of somewhat serious thematic material pertaining to daily life in news programs, newspapers and magazines, and can express one’s own opinions on affairs of general society.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary: 5000 Kanji: 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Can comprehend slightly rapid conversations, can use analogical reasoning to understand as-of-yet unlearned words, can adapt conversations to situations and speaking partners.</td>
<td>N3</td>
<td>Vocabulary: 4000 Kanji: 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Freely able to make ordinary conversation, and able to converse while regularly using attitudinal expressions.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary: 3000 Kanji: 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Comprehension of ordinary conversation to a certain extent, ability to express one’s own opinions or reasonings in complex sentences.</td>
<td>N4 N5</td>
<td>Vocabulary: 2000 Kanji: 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Comprehension of standard greetings and short sentences, ability to make ordinary conversation in simple sentences.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary: 1000 Kanji: 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KLA has a team of guidance counselors and is a member of Kyoshin group, one of the biggest educational business in Japan. In addition to academic counseling, a comprehensive career guidance is also offered.

Success Achievement

The University of Tokyo
Osaka University
Hokkaido University
Kyushu University
Hitotsubashi University
Tokyo Institute of Technology
University of Tsukuba
Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
Tokyo Metropolitan University
Yokohama National University
Waseda University
Keio University
Sophia University
Aoyama Gakuin University
Nihon University
Meiji University
Tokyo University of Science
Gakushuin University
Chuo University
Ritsumeikan University
Doshisha University

KLA sets special elective subjects and offers guidance on EJU, how to write a paper, and key interview points for students pursuing academic advancement. KLA offers advice on how to create a resume and teaches business manners for those students seeking employment. Additionally, KLA sets up mock interviews and opportunities for individual counseling sessions. Students are able to clarify their goals, interact with each other in a great environment, and achieve personal growth.

EJU program

EJU is an important test for admittance into Japanese colleges and universities. Our staff analyzes the test questions to devise strategies on how to efficiently score high points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admission month and Attainment Target</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Course Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passed JLPT N1</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>7 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed JLPT N2</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed JLPT N3</td>
<td>January</td>
<td>3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed JLPT N4</td>
<td>April</td>
<td>2 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed JLPT N5</td>
<td>October</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>October</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Academic and career guidance

Why choose Kyoshin?

45 years of academic and career guidance experience. Several hundred thousand success stories!

- Strength of KLA’s academic and career guidance

A team of professional counselors

Professors and alums are invited to offer descriptions of their respective institutions, or a forum is set-up to share personal experiences of academic advancement.

Variety of academic and career guidance

Academic advancement information sessions

Individualized instructions

Mock interview training

Plans for English EJU

We also offer classes to prepare for the EJU examinations which are necessary for entrance for further education institutions. For students wanting to go to graduate schools, we provide detailed guidance on Japanese procedures, research planning, methods for making contact.
Example of International Student Life

Example of a Daily Schedule

Going to School

7:00  Get up, eat breakfast
8:00  Go to school
   It takes about 10 minutes to walk to the school, providing good morning exercise.
9:15~12:15  Class
   Teachers deliver enjoyable informative classes. In KLA, we value not only teaching Japanese for examination purposes but also words and phrases that can be used every day.
12:45  Lunch
   with friends.
   Go to a convenience store near the school.
14:00~18:00  Part-time job
   I work at a restaurant 2 days during the week and at weekends.
19:00  Go home, eat dinner
   I cook dinner by myself.
21:00~23:00  Study
   Especially near the exams, study until late.
23:00  Go to bed

Weekend

8:00  Get up, eat breakfast
10:30~13:30  Part-time job
   On weekends, I sometimes work from the morning.
14:00~17:00  Going to anime shops in Akihabara
   I went to an anime shop with my friend and bought goods from my favorite anime!
17:00~19:00  Karaoke
   I like Karaoke so often go with friends to sing Japanese songs!
19:30  Go home, eat dinner
   Coming back home and have dinner.
20:00~22:00  Study
   Preparation for Homework and tomorrow’s class.
23:00  Go to bed

Year schedule example

April
   Entrance to KLA (starting from N3). Entrance ceremony when the Japanese cherry blossoms are in bloom. Starting a new life!

May
   Golden Week is the first long holiday after entrance. Many people go on a short sightseeing trips.

June
   EJU Exam

July
   JLPT N2 Exam
   Collecting information on further education.

August
   Many people go traveling in the summer holidays. Working part-time jobs during the long holidays.

September
   Preparation for further education starts officially. KLA Group speech contest is held.

October
   Japanese hot summer ends and temperatures become cooler.

November
   EJU Exam second time

December
   JLPT second time

January to February
   Brushing up Japanese skills for further education.

March
   Graduate alongside your international friends who you have spent the past year together!
There are many places to experience Japanese culture in any region in Japan. In addition to classroom study, there are opportunities to participate in extracurricular learning activities and interact with students outside of the classroom. Also, there are opportunities to interact with Japanese high school and college students. Let’s make unforgettable memories at KLA!
Once every three months we have school events, so let’s enjoy them together with classmates!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tokyo</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBQ party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese speech contest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip to Arashiyama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip to Disneyland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBQ party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowling meet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice skating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Voices from Our Students

I learned about Japanese culture and customs, not just the Japanese language.

All of the staff and teachers were very kind. I’ve learned Japanese culture, customs and how people in Japan think. I was planning to stay for a year at first, but I decided to extend my stay for another year because I felt so comfortable studying Japanese at KLA. Learning Japanese is fun and exciting so I would like to continue studying it.

Hugo Fernandez Martin
From Spain

Lively atomosphere class in a small group made studying fun

I learned in this school with the aim of taking JLPT level N2. I’m glad I did so, since I improved a lot in that short time. The explanations given by the nice teachers helped a lot to understand the nuances that can not be fully understandable by self study. Furthermore, the small number of students and the lively atmosphere make studying fun as well as effective. The staff are always eager to take care of students’ worries and problems. Thank you everyone for this excellent time, I wish I could stay longer!

Lauriane Bedin
From France

The Fashion show at the Christmas Party was fun!

My class has a warm atmosphere and it is fun studying Japanese. The most memorable event that I enjoyed was a fashion show at the Christmas party. We all dressed up in our own traditional clothing. We had people wearing Kimonos, maid costumes and pop culture character costumes. I think this kind of cross-cultural experience is really valuable.

Than Htike Oo
From Myanmar

I am grateful for support with my life

Since I started at this school, I have made many friends from a variety of countries. The teachers are very kind, and I enjoy coming to the school every day. The teachers give home work assignments daily, but I strongly feel that they lead to the improvement in my Japanese skills. They have offered tremendous support with my life in Japan. I am sincerely grateful for choosing this school.

Klinsudjai Soranan
From Thailand

Uneasy feeling has gone after coming to Japan

Before coming to Japan, I was excited and uneasy. But now the uneasy feeling has gone, and my school life is awesome! The teachers are very kind and enthusiasm. They always help me when I’m in trouble. I have made good friends with lots of classmates from around the world.

Liu Chin-Wei
From Taiwan

I got accepted to Hitotsubashi University!!

I really like the curriculum at Akihabara School. It helped me prepare for my entrance exam to Hitotsubashi University. I feel thankful to all of my teachers’ devotion in supporting me through my stay at Akihabara School. I think attending this school is a great way to start studying abroad in Japan.

Chen Jia
From China
Studying at this school is helpful for improving Japanese and living in Japan. The teachers are always willing to answer questions about the Japanese language, but also general questions about life in Japan. The teachers at this school are always very sincere in their dealings with the students.

Meisch Charles Gudni
From USA

I came to Japan in March of 2015. I feel that the Japanese culture is very special and interesting. I am still in training for Japanese language. My goal is to build self-confidence. This is a new experience.

Lee Davis
From Britain
(Working holiday Visa)

For me, OLJ is a school and a family. I am close with the other students and the teachers. The teachers are very kind and generous. The lessons at OLJ are fun and I was able to spend a wonderful time during my stay. Thank you OLJ!

Uzay Hacaoglu
From Turkey
(Short term visa)

I love this school. The teachers are all very kind to the students and they are very good at teaching Japanese in a fun and clear way. They made me want to learn and I looked forward to going to school every day. There are many courses of instruction, and you can choose according to your interests. Also, I made many friends, and I had so much fun outside of school. I also liked that the school was very clean.

Nasanjargal Munkhmaral
From Mongolia

The key to a successful study abroad in Japan is time management. There are so many things to do, including studying at school, doing homework, working, cooking, and hanging out with other students from all over the world. Use your time wisely!

Endrizal Andre Andhika
From Indonesia

I came to Japan with a nursing certificate from China. I studied for the National Nursing Exam at Shinjyuku School. I started to work at a hospital as a nurse from April of 2013. My friends and I encouraged and helped each other for the exam. I would like to continue to study advanced medicine in Japan.

Zhou Zihan
From China